
STRATEGY OVERVIEW

MULTI FACTOR ACTIVE 
EQUITY STRATEGIES 



WHY INVEST IN THESE STRATEGIES?

We designed this flexible range of global and regional multi-factor strategies to deliver strong risk-adjusted returns. We envisage them 
being used to complement or replace both active and passive equity exposures. Our strategies offer investors:

MULTI FACTOR ACTIVE 
EQUITY STRATEGIES

For investors today, maximising returns while avoiding 
unrewarded risks is increasingly vital. But this can be 
challenging, especially in times of high equity valuations 
and low yields. To fulfil this need, investors are turning to 
multi-factor solutions, which can complement or replace 
their existing equity allocations. 

In this strategy overview, we introduce our Multi Factor 
Active Equity Strategies, an effective means of delivering 
stable market outperformance from global or regional 
equity exposures. At the same time, these solutions 
effectively manage risk relative to the market.

AIM OF THE STRATEGIES
Our global and regional Multi Factor Active Equity Strategies aim to generate stable and consistent outperformance versus 
the benchmark while minimising risk (defined as tracking error) relative to the benchmark.

By harnessing best-in-class, proven 
factors, we can create a more stable 
alpha profile than a single-factor 
approach.

Our systematic stock-selection process 
delivers strong risk-adjusted returns 
(as defined by the information ratio).

We have a proven track record that 
extends over 10 years, including 
through the global financial crisis.


Stable, consistent returns Efficient use of risk Proven performance
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The years since the global financial crisis have highlighted clients’ desire for investments that perform consistently in different 
market environments and over time. In addition, there is a more delicate risk-reward balance: investors are more wary of taking 
risk without being well assured that they will be rewarded.

These two-fold needs have driven a growth in factor investing – specifically, in strategies that straddle the space between passive 
and active strategies. However, there are often drawbacks to investing in single-factor funds. Although individual factors have 
been shown to deliver an excess return over the long term, performance can be volatile and highly cyclical. 

THE CHALLENGE FACING INVESTORS

FACTOR INVESTING – AT A GLANCE
A factor is essentially any characteristic of a group of securities that is a determined to be a key driver of their risk and return 
profile. At last count, there were over 300 documented factors in academic literature. The majority of these are slightly 
different variations of existing factors, and therefore fall into ‘family’ groupings of Value, Quality, Sentiment and Volatility. 
However, for every generic factor ‘family’, there is a huge number of different ways to define the underlying characteristics 
of an equity investment. 
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OUR SOLUTION: IDENTIFYING AND 
HARNESSING PROVEN FACTORS

Having conducted extensive proprietary research, we have identified and refined factors that enhance returns for investors over 
time. Some of the factors that we have identified that are outlined below underpin our multi-factor strategies. We then combine 
them to generate stable outperformance while minimising risk.

Definition
Whether a stock 
represents good value is 
determined by the firm’s 
sales, earnings, book-value 
and cash in relation to the 
stock price

Rationale
Over the long term, stocks 
that offer good value have 
historically delivered a 
higher return than those 
that appear expensive 

VALUATION


Definition
Stocks with high rankings 
on return on equity, stable 
earnings growth and low 
financial leverage are 
deemed to be high quality 

Rationale
High quality stocks have 
delivered better risk-
adjusted returns than those 
that rank poorly on quality 
metrics 

QUALITY 

Definition
Stocks with recent positive 
(negative) performance 
are said to exhibit positive 
(negative) momentum 

Rationale
Stock markets exhibit positive 
momentum, with persistent 
trends. Markets aren’t always 
efficient; if a stock went up 
in price yesterday, it has a 
slightly better than 50-50 
chance of going up again 
tomorrow. The momentum 
factor identifies those stocks 
with strong directional trends. 

MOMENTUM 

Definition
A stock’s dividend payout, 
expressed as a percentage 
of the price  

Rationale
Stocks with higher than 
average dividend yields 
have historically delivered 
higher total returns 

DIVIDEND 
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THE BENEFITS OF A MULTI-FACTOR STRATEGY
Investing in certain individual factors has been shown to deliver an excess return over the long term, and could be appropriate for 
investors seeking to target certain risk premia. But, as we have noted, factor performance is cyclical. 

For investors seeking to generate a smoother return profile over time, there is strong evidence to support the claim that there is 
benefit to investing in more than one factor at a time. At different points in the cycle, different factors tend to perform: when one 
factor is lagging, others will tend to be performing well, so it pays to invest in a broad set of factors. 

A stark example is the contrasting characteristics of the momentum and value factors. In periods of high growth, such as the late 
1990s, value stocks fell out of favour, but these are the very periods when momentum stocks are desirable, as they benefit from a 
strong positive trend. When the trend reverses, and momentum stocks decline, this typically coincides with a return to favour of 
value stocks. For example, investors saw this in early 2009.

A subtler argument for blending disparate factors comes from the different information sets that each factor uses. Some styles, such 
as Quality, use only accounting information and change at the rate of the company’s financial-reporting cycle. In North America, 
this is typically quarterly; but in Europe, annual or semi-annual reporting is more common. Sentiment/Momentum factors, on the 
other hand, are based on price movements and analysts’ revisions. They are independent of accounting cycles and move in line 
with the market as prices change or estimates are revised. It’s easy to see that the latter group of factors is much more transient in 
nature. This combination of long-term factors with more transient factors, improves “time diversification” and allows us to exploit 
the term structure of opportunities available. The exhibit below demonstrates  how a multi-factor composite can deliver a smoother 
return profile than a single factor alone.

Exhibit 1: Cumulative factor performance, 1999–2015
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To further explore the benefits and research that underpins factor investing, contact us for 
a copy of our white paper titled “An Introduction To Factor Investing”.

WHITE PAPER

AN INTRODUCTION TO  
FACTOR INVESTING

THIS DOCUMENT IS INTENDED FOR INSTITUTIONAL INVESTORS ONLY. IT SHOULD 
NOT BE DISTRIBUTED TO, OR USED BY, INDIVIDUAL INVESTORS.
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OUR APPROACH: THOUGHTFUL PORTFOLIO CONSTRUCTION
We observed that a great deal of financial research focuses on asset selection, an approach that can underestimate the value of 
portfolio construction and implementation. It’s our belief that the quality of a strategy's implementation is just as important as the 
investment decision itself. When constructing and implementing a portfolio, considerations such as risk constraints (sector, country, 
and individual stock weights) and transaction costs can act as a drag on the fund. These are all vital elements to take into account. 

We have developed a proprietary optimisation engine that constructs portfolios in line with our investment philosophy. This process 
seeks to maximise exposure to the multi-factor score, while enabling us to integrate risk, liquidity and transaction costs. Ultimately, 
this delivers a portfolio that favours companies with a superior combined factor score, which controls unwanted risks and costs.

It’s important to note that while we do not seek to explicitly time individual factor exposures, we do recognise that at different points 
in a market cycle, individual factors present greater or lesser opportunity to add value. Our multi-factor model is naturally sensitive 
to the factor opportunity set as it changes through time. The portfolio will tactically deviate from the strategic weight, based on 
prevailing market conditions.  

Proprietary factor construction 
for all companies in the  
relevant universe

1 Combine factors into single 
multi factor composite score 
for each company

Integrate risk, liquidity and 
transaction costs constraints 
while maximising exposure to 
the active composite signal 

2 3

  Maximise diversification while managing liquidity, size and turnover

  Constrain sector, country and individual stock weights

Exhibit 2: Multi factor investment process
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OUR EXPERTISE
Combining factors within an overall strategy requires both skill and careful consideration to ensure effective diversification and that 
factors complement one other, thereby enhancing the end outcome for investors. 

Our highly experienced team has over 15 years’ experience in identifying and blending factors, and has undertaken a range of 
proprietary research to understand how each individual factor will perform in different economic and market scenarios. That allows 
us to create the most optimal multi-factor models that underpin our strategies.

The outcomes we expect to see are as follows:

PERFORMANCE EXPECTATIONS
Our multi-factor strategies are designed to deliver robust relative performance in all markets. We would expect to see greater 
alpha in periods when traditional fundamental factors are performing well and in a sustained fashion. In periods when traditional 
fundamental factors are not performing well, investors may experience flat to moderately negative relative returns. 

Stable market outperformance through time

A low tracking error/risk against the market benchmark

Higher information ratios (excess return/additional unit of risk)
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INVESTOR PROFILES AND APPLICATIONS
We intend these strategies to be a good fit for both passive and active investors. They can be used to enhance passive returns and 
reduce active risk. They may be suitable for:

 investors in passively managed, market-capitalisation-weighted portfolios, who are willing to introduce a limited element of 
active risk 

 investors with actively managed portfolios, who wish to reduce their active risk while minimising the associated reduction in 
their portfolio’s expected return

A FULLY FLEXIBLE SERVICE
The implementation of this strategy is highly flexible, and can be customised to meet clients’ specific needs and objectives. For example, we can:

  increase the strategy’s tracking error target to generate a higher return 

  apply the strategy on a regional basis

 

ROOTED IN RESEARCH
Rigorous research is at the heart of our investment ethos, and drives the solutions we create. When it comes to factor investing, we 
adhere to a systematic philosophy, rooted in a core belief that harnessing identified fundamental factors will drive future returns. 

Having conducted proprietary research to identify and back-test factor performance, we identified that a multi-factor approach 
significantly improves investors' drawdown efficiencies. Throughout the multi-factor active equity strategies’ live track record (since 
2005), they have demonstrated:

a consistent ability 
to generate

positive relative risk against
benchmark 

Low information 
ratio relative returns

a higher 
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As a pioneer of multi-factor investing, our award-winning quantitative investment team has 
delivered solutions underpinned by this technique for over 20 years. The team is united by 
a commitment to delivering solutions, rather than products, and manages assets for a range 
of domestic and international clients. Central to the team’s ethos is proprietary research, 
which drives a methodical and systematic approach to factor investing. By identifying factors 
in this way, the team ensures our approach is both grounded in strong economic logic and 
supported by empirical testing. The outcome is a range of reliable investment solutions that 
allow investors to meet desired outcomes across all asset classes, risk and return profiles. 
This systematic, multi-factor approach has delivered above-market returns for over 10 years 
– giving clients the benefit of consistent performance that meets their expectations.

OUR TEAM: PIONEERS IN FACTOR 
INVESTING

CONTACT US
To learn more about our Global Multi-Factor Active Equity Strategies, please speak to your Relationship Manager.



CONTACT US

PHONE: (01) 704 1200
FAX: (01) 704 1918
WEBSITE: www.ilim.com
WRITE TO: Irish Life Investment Managers, Beresford Court, Beresford Place, Dublin 1

Irish Life Investment Managers is regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland. Irish Life Investment Managers Limited is registered as an Investment 
Adviser with the Securities and Exchange Commission (the “SEC”). Irish Life Investment Managers Limited holds an International Adviser Exemption 
in Manitoba and Ontario pursuant to NI 31-103. This material is for information only and does not constitute an offer or recommendation to buy 
or sell any investment and has not been prepared based on the financial needs or objectives of any particular person. It is intended for the use of 
institutional and other professional investors.


